Cloud-based Speech-To-Text Transcription

The rapid expansion of the mobile device market is driving new demand for cloud-based automatic speech recognition (ASR), with applications to voice command and control, voice speech, speech transcription and speech-to-speech translation.

PR's technology offers high general-purpose speech-to-text transcription for common languages with high market demand. We also have specialised capabilities for transcribing local and regional languages.

**Features**

- Server-based ASR platform providing high accuracy transcription over the network
- Available SDK for Unix, Windows, Android and iOS clients
- Simple to use Applications Programming Interface with available bindings and Software Development Kit in multiple languages
- Secure and reliable transcription communication
- Support for English, Mandarin and Malay languages and other Southeast Asian languages in expansion pack
Applications

- Voice search service for mobile devices
- Automatic speech-to-text transcription services
- Applications requiring an automatic speech recognition component

Benefits

- Fast and highly accurate speech decoding algorithm
- Multi-threaded implementation allowing a large scale deployment